Dear Young - Thanks for your note of July 18 and the enclosure - Coltrane's remarks of must be heard going at once. Look forward to his return. We live in a new world. So many strange things happen.

I think I'm beginning to feel better now. That at least dog days - the next wetter. Not at least dog days - the next wetter. Not at least dog days - the next wetter. Not at least dog days - the next wetter. Not at least dog days - the next wetter. Not at least dog days - the next wetter. Not at least dog days - the next wetter. Not at least dog days - the next wetter.

I read a good book and in Colmillo's and yesterday was our 43rd wedding anniversary! How time passes. I would like to write you a long letter but for the present am unable to do so. A long letter by hand. Looks to get...
set again shortly, had you farther I will
write him as soon as I can get a more
plain answer which I hope will be soon.

I hope you will have a good time
with your mother. Write yours in much
love to your child and the family. Toth-
iate your letter —

Always yours

[Signature]